INDUSTRY ON THE CUT

PURE CLASS
Amelia Hamson finds out how Pure Water Online is
tapping into the inland boat market

P

ure
Water
Online
supplies filters and
purification systems for
boats and motorhomes
to ensure that drinking
water is clean, free from bacteria
and viruses and tastes great too.
Owner Harald Charters has been
supplying the UK with General
Ecology’s filtration devices since the
1990s, but the American firm closed
its European offices earlier this year.
With his expert knowledge of the
products and a ready-made customer
base, Harald was the obvious
choice to become the UK and
Germany’s exclusive supplier. He
explained, “I’ve been selling General
Ecology products from the website
purewateronline.co.uk
for
some
time, so it made sense to continue
operating under the same name. It
means that for existing customers,
the transition will be seamless.”
Pure Water Online boasts a
customer base of around 30,000,
a good proportion of which are
inland boaters, and Harald has
built up relationships with several
boatbuilders that now offer the
water purification systems as options
on new builds and fit-outs. The
filtration units are also suitable for
use in motorhomes, seagoing vessels,
residential homes and aircraft. There

The portable First
Need XL Elite.

is even a portable, hand-held device,
First Need XL Elite, to enable
ramblers and campers to drink from
unknown water sources safely.

The Seagull IV X-1F is
Pure Water Online’s most
popular product.

From contaminated to
clean

Harald is a regular at boat and
motorhome events across the
country, including the Crick Boat
Show every May. A favourite trick
for drawing in the crowds is to take
filthy water – sometimes directly
out of the canal – pass it through
the filtration system, and offer
it up to show-goers or take a sip
himself. It’s partly a shock tactic
to pique the interest of passersby,
but mostly a demonstration of just
how effective and safe the filtration
products are.
It’s unlikely that any boaters
will be hauling bucket-loads of
dirty canal water onboard to use
for drinking or cleaning – even
if filtered. But many people do
baulk at the idea of consuming the
water from canalside taps, that has
passed through old hoses or is left
to stand in onboard tanks. Water
treatments can kill bacteria and
make it safe – fine for showering or
cleaning but the unpleasant taste or
smell left by the chemical additives
is not so palatable for drinking.

particles and colloids suspended in
the water.

Products

Pure Water Online owner
Harald at a recent boat show.

Other popular alternatives have
their downsides too: bottled water
is expensive and bulky to store and
charcoal filters are slow and do not
remove pathogens.

Technology

The systems sold by Pure Water
Online are designed to work
without chemicals and do not
require a power source, making
them environmentally friendly.
They work solely from the
pressurised water system and there
are no additional post-treatment
storage tanks or waste-water lines.
The water from a boat’s existing
onboard tank is simply passed
through the filtration device –
dubbed the ‘structured matrix’
– which removes all three classes
of contaminants: microbiological,
chemical and aesthetic.
The structured matrix comprises
a three-stage process that works
together to purify water. Firstly,
ultra-fine microstraining physically
removes
bacteria,
pathogenic
cysts, parasites and debris down
to 0.1 microns in size – a method
claimed to be more effective than
killing the organisms. Secondly,
broad spectrum molecular capture
traps chemical residue, such as
pesticides and herbicides, and
traces of organic matter that affect
taste, odour and colour. Finally,
electrostatic technology works like
a magnet to remove other minute

The most popular product sold by
Pure Water Online to narrowboaters
is the Seagull IV X-1F, an undersink unit with a tap that promises to
filter 3.8 litres of water per minute.
The compact system is just 10.5cm x
13.7cm in size and with a 19cm-high
tap. It is designed to be fitted onto
the cold water supply in the galley
to provide clean water for drinking
and cooking. The filter inside it
is replaceable and, although its
lifespan will vary depending on
usage and the quality of the water
input, the company recommends
fitting a new cartridge at least once
a year.
A slightly smaller unit, great for
space-starved narrowboats, is the
Nature Pure QC2. It works in exactly

the same way but has a reduced flow
rate of 2.3 litres per minute.
For those particularly concerned
about the quality of the water
supply from public taps, there is
the Dockside Prefilter. It fits onto
the hose between the water point
and onboard tank to filter out
some of the most troublesome
contaminants, such as sand,
dirt, rust and other suspended
particulates. Designed to be used in
conjunction with onboard filtration
systems, it will help extend the life
span of Seagull or Nature Pure
units and keep the equipment
running smoothly for longer.
Pure Water Online operates
a mail order service for all its
products. And while the Crawleybased warehouse doesn’t have a
showroom, Harald attends many
events and often has exclusive
show-only offers on the range.

The Nature Pure
QC2 is small but
effective.
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